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Quizlet to grow, innovate using AI at new Denver office 
 

Quizlet, the largest user-generated consumer learning platform for students headquartered in the Bay Area, recently  
announced the opening of a new Denver office. Concurrent with its announcement to expand to the Mile High City, the  
company also revealed that it has reached 50 million monthly active users, increasing more than 50% from the previous year. 
Quizlet currently serves two-in-three high school students and more than one million teachers in the U.S. The platform hosts 
more than 300 million user-generated study sets, and that collection is growing daily. 

Quizlet chose Denver as its new location after performing an in-depth analysis of other emerging tech markets including  
Portland, Salt Lake City, and Vancouver, Canada. The company announced that Denver has impressive access to targeted  
talent, and that the region is an attractive area to provide Quizlet employees and their families with a great quality of life.  
Company stakeholders are eager to integrate into the growing edtech cluster here in the city. 

“Denver has a fantastic mix of resources and talent that make it an ideal city to open an office,”  
says Chief Executive Officer Matthew Glotzbach. “Quizlet experienced an extremely well-engaged  
economic development community that got us up-and-running very quickly. Coupled with Denver’s 
burgeoning tech workforce and easy travel access, our growing Denver office functions as a natural 
extension of our San Francisco team.” 

The company is projecting the creation of nearly 300 new engineering-focused jobs as part of its expansion. It is likely that the 
Denver office will grow as large as the San Francisco headquarters. Due to the city’s increasing international access, Denver is a 
strategically valuable second base to continue expanding Quizlet’s fast-growing global presence. 

Quizlet recently completed a $20 million Series B funding round, and is applying a portion of the funds to the development of 
the company’s AI-powered platform, Quizlet Learn. Much of the engineering talent at the Denver office will be working on the 
new AI technology. Quizlet will have a temporary home at Serendipity Labs and will work toward finding permanent space 
downtown over the coming months. 

The company was founded in 2005 by the current Chief Technology Officer, Andrew Sutherland. He was a high school student 
when he began creating the product. Now, students of all ages can utilize the company’s product to learn and study across 
different topics and using various study tools. 

 

About Quizlet 
Quizlet is the provider of an online learning platform designed to help students practice and master educational topics. The 
company’s online learning community provides simple tools that allow students to make digital flashcards, practice spelling, 
play learning games, test knowledge, and collaborate with other students, enabling students to improve grades by studying 
with flashcards and games. Learn more at www.quizlet.com. 
 

About OED 
The Office of Economic Development (OED) is dedicated to advancing economic prosperity for the city of Denver, its  
businesses, neighborhoods, and residents. Working with a wide array of community partners, OED operates to create a local 
environment that stimulates balanced growth through job creation, business assistance, housing options, neighborhood  
redevelopment and the development of a skilled workforce. Learn more at www.denvergov.org/oed. 
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